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Pandora Discovered

Opening
Wonder, magic and mystery are three appropriate words to describe
the wonderful land of Pandora. There is prodigious life on the planet
yet to be discovered : and already there are so many fascinating

creatures which are all unique. Pandora
is a moon belonging to Polyphemus(a
gas giant) No matter how beautiful
Pandora is, there will always be
unimaginable danger.

Animals
There are many, many fascinating creatures living on this
secretive(secretive because there is still so much to learn) island. Most
of them are hexapods-6 limbed animals. The jeopardous Thanator is
the most fearsome land animal to be known! A dangerous direhorse!
They may look and sound like horses, but these two creatures don't
have much in common except being used for hunting. The Na’vi (very
similar, human-like figures) use direhorses for hunting on land and
banshys for gliding through the air whilst hunting. You wouldn't want to
bump into a pack of vicious viperwolves. Their razor-sharp teeth could



and would easily tear your body apart, leaving only the bones for their
young to chew apart, you don't stand a chance!

Na’vi
Na’vis are the
closest living
things to

humans on Planet Pandora ; it is not possible for humans to live there
as the atmosphere is toxic so we would die! They stand 9-10 feet tall
and have sky blue bodies with long pointy ears and they have immense
hearing. The light lines around their bodies are biolucent lines as at night,
wherever they travel, there can be seen neon trails along the ground.
This is the same with any living organism. Quite magical when you see
it! But unlucky if you are prey( the predators have an effortless job
of catching them!)

Location:
From Earth’s Southern Hemisphere, you can
see a minute glance of misty colours! Located
4.4 light years away from our home, The Solar
System that Pandora belongs to (Alpha



Sentory) is distinguishable there. Pandora orbits around Polyphemus (a
gas giant and the size of Saturn!)

Wonder, magic and mystery are three appropriate
words to

describe the wonderful land
of Pandora.


